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It’s What I Do

When I began contemplating the idea of showing Lynsey’s work in Cortona, I had never met her 
personally. Nonetheless she felt like someone close. Someone I could very easily be friends with and 
have a glass of wine talking about the last movie we saw. I had seen a few videos and interviews 
online featuring her relentless spirit, her uplifting attitude and restless photojournalistic mission. 
When I read her book, “It’s What I Do”, I felt even more interested in her work and her persona. She 
was a champion of focus, commitment and bravery paired with positive attitude and a very human 
heart.

We also had some things in common. She is a freelance working mom, like me, more or less my 
age. We share friends on Facebook, and often read and “like” the same articles on photography 
and news. However, Lynsey, for me, is a heroine. She travels the world non-stop to be a witness to 
social injustice, war and humanitarian tragedies and many other neglected issues, giving voice to 
people and light to places, that are left in the shadow when the media frenzy fades. She shares her 
knowledge and vision generously with viewers around the world. There was no doubt that I wanted 
to bring her work to Cortona On The Move.

And when I first spoke to her on Skype, well, I was even more certain we could probably share a 
whole bottle of wine together, not just a glass! Charismatic, easygoing, fun, available, focused: the 
perfect qualities for a friend and certainly essential for a photographer. She immediately agreed to be 
part of the festival and offered time and images, in between a craze of travels and assignments.
Editing Lynsey’s work was a big challenge. Not only does she span from women’s issues to conflict, 
from famine to the wounded military, but is a prolific shooter and frequently returns to the same 
location over the years. The amount of work and images she can offer is overwhelming. And the 
subject matters are not easy to browse through quickly. They all take time to process, to sink in. 
Some images stayed in my retina for days and “haunted” the final editing decisions.

This show is not a retrospective but a broad glance over the main subjects that interest Lynsey and 
to which she has dedicated time and vision. There is no chronological order, no precise geographical 
division. Walking through these rooms you will be shocked by silent and violent images of war, 
wounded rights and human suffering. Your heart will grieve while looking into the eyes of women 
who have been raped only because they were on the other side of the barricade. You will cry when 
confronted with the most absurd of deaths, the one that happens after giving birth in some parts of 
the world. You will be in awe in front of the resilience and strength of men and women seeking a 
better life for themselves and their children.

And finally, you will be moved by Lynsey’s vision. By her passionate voice and her powerful 
witnessing of the world, the injustices and the suffering. By her generosity and her commitment to 
show and tell the world in an honest and direct way.
Because that is what she does.

Arianna Rinaldo
Artistic Director Cortona On The Move
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Lynsey Addario

Lynsey Addario is an American photojournalist who regularly works for The New York Times, 
National Geographic and Time Magazine. Lynsey began photographing professionally for the 
Buenos Aires Herald in 1996 with no previous photographic training. In the late 1990s, she began 
freelancing in New York City for the Associated Press, where she worked consistently for three years 
before moving to New Delhi, India, to cover South Asia for the Boston Globe and Houston Chronicle. 
In 2000, Addario first traveled to Afghanistan to document life and oppression of women living under 
the Taliban, and made three separate trips to the country under Taliban rule before September 11, 
2001. In the past 15 years, Addario has covered every major conflict and humanitarian crises of her 
generation, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Darfur, Libya, Syria, Lebanon, South Sudan and Congo.
In 2009, she was awarded a prestigious MacArthur Fellowship and was part of The New York Times 
team to win the 2009 Pulitzer Prize for International Reporting, for her photographs in “Talibanistan”, 
published in the The New York Times Magazine. She was the recipient of the Overseas Press Club’s 
Oliver Rebbot award for ‘Best Photographic Reporting from Abroad in Magazines and Books,’ for her 
series “Veiled Rebellion” an intimate look at the lives of Afghan Women.
In 2010, Lynsey was named one of 20 women on Oprah Winfrey’s Power List, for her “Power 
of Bearing Witness”, and one of Glamour Magazine’s 20 Women of the Year in 2011. In 2015, 
American Photo Magazine named Lynsey one of the five most influential photographers of the past 
25 years.
Lynsey’s recent bodies of work include “The Changing Face of Saudi Women” for National 
Geographic Magazine and “The Displaced” for The New York Times Magazine, a reportage 
documenting the lives of three children displaced from war in Syria, Ukraine, and South Sudan. 
Addario has spent the last four years documenting the plight of Syrian refugees in Jordan, Lebanon, 
Turkey, and Iraq for The New York Times, and she has covered the civil war in South Sudan, and 
Maternal Mortality in Assam, India, and Sierra Leone for Time Magazine.
She recently released a New York Times best selling memoir, “It’s What I Do”, which chronicles her 
personal and professional life as a photojournalist coming of age in the post 9/11 world. It is her first 
book.
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Title

Number of Pictures

Type

Size of images

Frame size

Linear development

Set up

Shipping

Photographer

It’s What I Do

Lynsey Addario

whithout space

boxes

Hooks on the back for frames
We provide biography and itroduction texts 
(must be printed at the expense of the hosting)

69,5x45,5 cm (printed on Canson Platine Rag 310gr, 
mounted in frames)
99,5x65,5 cm (printed on Canson Platine Rag 310gr, 
mounted in frames)

130x200 cm (printed on foam, black border, 2cm height)
140x41,5 cm (printed on foam, white border, 1cm height)

71,5x47,5 cm (depth 5 cm, thickness 1 cm)
101,5x67,5 cm (depth 5 cm, thickness 1 cm)

Prints (different dimensions)
Blow Up (foam)

Color, printed on Canson Platine Rag (framed 
images) and on foam (blow up).
Light brown wood frames
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3
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7

3
1
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32 PRINTS - 69,5x45,5cm in 71,5x47,5cm in light brown wood frames

“Refugees” Pictures

“Africa” Pictures
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“Military” Pictures

“Woman” Pictures
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7 PRINTS - 99,5x65,5 cm in 101,5x67,5 cm cm  light brown wood frames

3 Blow Up 200x130 cm (foam, black border)

“Refugees” Picture

“Refugees” Picture

“Africa” Picture

“Africa” Picture “Milary” Picture

“Military” Pictures

“Women” Pictures
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1 PRINT - 1400x415 cm on foam, white border

“Story” Picture
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